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SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE

Final Education
Plan Nearly Set
A liaison con ’ttee is
meeting in Berkeley today to
take final steps in preparing
the education reorganization
reconunendations f or the
State Legislature.
Tomorrow the State Board

of Education and UC Board of Regents will meet jointly to reach
final agreement on the Master
Plan-- which is expected to be delivered to the Legislature in the
form of a constitutional amendment.
Pres. John T. Wahlquist reported from Berkeley yesterday that
new details were being presented
on the proposal for a separate governing board of state colleges.
These were being outlined to a
Joint Advisory Council, including
representatives from UC, the state
colleges and the junior colleges.
The state college prestdents
and Dr. J. Burton Vaeche. Chief
of the Division of State Colleges, held a strategy meeting
afterward.

Concepts
’Bewilder’
The concepts presented in
Hannah Arendt’s "The Human Concept." are "different, new and certainly bewildering." said Dr. Donald E.
Walters. associate professor
of history and education, at
yesterday’s book talk.
"The title, and other sections of
the book, all have overtones and
larger meanings. and we are never
quite sure that we have grasped
all of it," he stated.
Miss Arendt’s "very moving"
work divides the realm of human
experience into three categories:
labor, work and action. She distinguishes the first two groups
with John Locke’s words about the
"labor of the body and the work
of the hands."
"She concludes that our society
today is becoming increasingly a
society of laborersworking animals," Dr. Walters said. "Simply
because labor as a menial task Is
made more natural, it takes much
more effort to resist it," Dr. Waltars added.
"Miss Arendt believes that we
have to give more acitial thinking
about what constitutes human
he eancluded
- R.T.

No More Dailys

With this issue, the Spartan
Daily folds up shop till 1960. Next
campus paper will be on the
stands Wednesday, Jan. 6. The
President Wahlquist said educa- Spartan Daily Editorial and Adtors are trying to smooth out dif- vertising staffs wish you an enferences over structure of the joyable and holy holiday seasoa
separate board plan so they can
present a united front tomorruw.
He said there is general agreement on all areas of the Master
Plan except the relationship between UC and the state colleges.
The proposal for a separate
board for state colleges with all
the authority over state colleges
The Student Council yesterday
that the Regents have over UC did little else than swear in two
was made by the Master Plan Sur- new members to council positions,
vey Team.
and even that business had its
This team has been studying troubles.
California’s education system since
Jerry Alexander, Student Court
last spring.
chief justice, was to swear in new
Junior rep Carol Kaufman and new
frosh rep Judy Langen, but as he
read the swearing in statement,
he blushed, gulped, excused himself and hurried to the ASB office
to get the other statement. He had
picked up the wrong one and was
swearing them in to a different
of lice.
Embarrassed, but determined,
Alexander swore them in, then sat
Junior physical education major down grateful the matter was
Eugene Young said he thought the over.
Pres. Rich Hill then outlined to
Men’s Gym had been the scene for
the new members a number of
aa rash of robberies" in the last things the council had done
durtwo weeks.
ing the past months and plans to
"I had money taken last week do in the coming year.
and several other fellows in my
class have been victimized too,"
Young said.
Dr. Charles Nagel, Men’s P.E.
Department head, said he did not
think the thefts "unusual." "We’ve
been trying to catch people who
have pilfered small sums in the
men’s locker rooms, but have had
little success so far.
A cast of 15 humanities and
"Students who leave their lockers open are partly to blame," he speech and drama students will
present a reading of Aristophanes’
added.
Young said several students "The Wealth" at the Humanities
have not turned in theft reports Club’s "Dionysian Festival" to"but there seems to be more than night.
The program, at 7:30 in TH55.
the usual number of robberies
is open to all interested students
right before Christmas."
He said his wallet was not taken Admission will be 25 cents. Cofbut his money and cards were re- fee will be served during a discusmoved. Other students had their sion period after the program.
The festival of ancient Greek
wallets taken, he said.
arts will feature a slide-lecture by
sophomore art major Armand Irwin; a group of short lyric poems
under the direction of Page
Pres. John T. NV:Maoist vial be Brownton; and the reading of
keynote speaker at the midyear "The Wealth," under the direction
Conference of California Teachers of Gretchen Given, fine arts gradAssociation, Southern Branch, to uate.
Plans for the remainder of the
he held in Los Angeles January
semester include art films and
22.
Theme of the conference will be perhaps a film of the drama,
"Responsibility for Excellence." ’Oedipus," said Jean Winsor.
President Wahlquist will be ex- publicity chairman. Shp said the
peeled to suggest ways to ins- club also is planning another overprove the education system in the night trip -either to re-visit San
Simeon or to an alternate place.
state.

NATO Told
To Improve
Air Defense
PARIS (UPI) Gen Lauri:, Norstad, Supreme Allied Commander
in Europe, warned yesterday that
the NATO alliance members must
urgently improve their air defense
and increase their tactical atomic
power if they are to have a strong
along the Iron Curtain.
Norstad’s warning came in a
speech to a closed meeting of NATO’s foreign, defense and finance
ministers against a background of
reports of growing Communist military power in Europe.
Before Norstad spoke, other NATO leaders called attention to a
report by the Institute of Strategic Studies in London that the Soviet Union now has about 100 missile bases in the area between the
Baltic Sea and the Ukraine.
The Russians also were reported
to have had intercontinental and
intermediate range ballistic missiles in service since July, 1958.
By contrast, Norstad is believed
to have expressed concern that lit,
European NATO members has.
established only seven missile bases on their territory.

Two Sworn In
SmallMixup ,lefense

Robberies
In Gym
Increase

Students
To Present
Greek Play

Wahlquist To Talk
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Lyke Magazine’s Christmas issue was sold out by 2:30 yesterday afternoon, Lyke Editor Mike
Johnson announced. Thirty-f I v e
hundred copies of the "Lyke Before Christmas" issue were print-
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Lyke Sells Out

Registration permits far limited
available in Adm102
students are
p.m. daily and
men 9 a.m. to 5
9:45 p.m. in Adm
to
p.m,
from 5
H. Price, coordiase, Dr. Arthur
said
nator of evening programs,
master cards will
yesterday. IBM
the list of regisse made from
trants.

C a d e stJt
e S art
Air Training
Fifteen air science cadets have
begun Mtn hours of flight training sponsored by the U.S. Air
Force, according to Tom James.
cadet information officer for the
AFROTC.
The program began Monday,
and will continue through May.
The cadets, seniors, have received
physical and divisional approval
for the training.

%ROLE
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sociate professor of molly:at
languages. will present portions of Ids original manuscript. ’I Met Churchill,"
this morning at 10:30 in
S2I0.
Impressed by the humaneness
end almost childlikeness of Sir
Winstati Churchill, Dr. Hermanns
will read from the paper he
wrote
afar meeting the’ former
Palma
minister at a ceremony at which
Mr. churchill received an honor517
from Harvard UniverOa it 1942.
An elderly dean, emeritus, of
scoawe at Harvard, who was unable to attend the
great Prams
"anal for the first time in seventaYears. asked Inc to he his eyes. Al
the lime, neeenany was at war
with the United Stales, and I did
not yet have my citizenship pa Pet,,’ reminlxced
Dr. Hermanns;
bitt they did allow me to go and
‘4t at. the foot of Churchill for
Iwo hours
not 15 feet from him.
later I had ap opportunity to
have a short talk with him."
He continued, "I wrote down
a13’ impriaadona of this great
alemeni to present to my friend

us ho had asked me to take his
place. Not long after this.
Churchill was presented with a
folder hound in the colors of
Ilanard containing the entire
proceedings of the ceremonies,
and my description and imprea*Iona were included."
In addition to the "overwhelming splendor" of the occasion, Dr.

DR. WILLIAM HERM;NNS
... met Churchill
Ilermnnns was extremely impressed by the humaneness of
Churchill even In the way he
smiled at them (only 600 were
allowed to attend) and the simple
way in which he held everyone

$100 Service Awards
Students who per f or fa
"outstanding services" in student government here from
now on are going to get more
than just a pat-on-the-back
for a job well done.
They’re going to receive
$100 cash award.
The Student Council thought so
last week, and Tuesday, the Board
of Control, the committee that
must approve expenditures, agreed.
And nest May, from one to
six students, east outstanding in
their contribution to student
government, will be presented
with a $100 check and a certificate of appreciation at the annual Recognition Banquet.
Dr. Lowell Walter, Student
Council adviser, and ASB Pres.
Rich Hill said yesterday the idea

Attlee Talk
Tickets Open
Tickets for the speech by
ent Attlee, former British prime
minister, at San Jose Civic Auditorium Feb. 28, are available at
the Student Affairs Business Office, TH16.
The lecture, entitled "The Future of Europe," will be sponsored
by the Sunday Evening Community Forum.
Tickets are priced at $2.20 for
adults and $1.50 for students
There will be no reserved seats
except for season ticket holders.
This is the sixth season of the
Sunday Evening Community Forum in the San Jose area.

Spartan Y Case
’Sets Precedent
The guilty verdict handed
clown by the Student Court
against the Spartan Y Tuesday may go down in campus
history, according to Chief
Justice Jerry Alexander.
"It definitely set a precedent," he said.

senior justice, Dan liaasett, junior
justice; and George Ballantyne,
newly-elected sophomore justice.
Junior justice Sally Rees abstained.
Chief Justice Jerry Alexander
disqualified himself as a voting
member on grounds of prejudice
and prior information.
In action before the trial, the
justices fined the Conservation
Club $5 for failure to send a representative to an Orientation
Board meeting. Contempt charges
were suspended.

,ieveloped during an informal
gathering of Dr. Walter and the
Executive Council two months ago.
"We felt," Dr. Walter explained.
"that students who are outstanding in student government should
get something more than just a
pat -on-the-back. We wanted to
urge persons in government here
to continue to do their best. And
we wanted to recognize the tremendous amounts of time and effort they spend in doing their
Jobs."
The Merit Award will go to "up
to six persons" a year. "Sometimes
there just won’t be six students
worthy of the award, and sometimes there will be more," Hill
added. Awards will be given only

VA Forms Due
During Jan. 4-6
December attendance forms
for veterans attending school
under the G.I. Bill, P.L. 550,
must he signed in Adm103 Jan.
4-6, announced Miss Mary Simons, veterans counselor.
Due to a VA regulation, the
forms cannot be filled out before Christmas vacation. "There
will be a rush due to this ruling
and it will benefit the veterans
to den on time," advised Mine
Simons.
November checks have been
sent out early by the VA, MIss
Simons said. Veterans should
receive them today or tomorrow.

a here there is ’ ganume eaderia
, of outstanding performance."
All organizations in student
l
, government, including Student
Council, Student Court all ASB
subcommittees, are eligible to
nominate members for the
award.
The awards have a number
different aspects. These include:
the student nominated must
fill out a self-evaluation sheet describing his duties and accomplishments during the year.
the faculty adviser of the organization will submit a recommendation also.
the award is open to students
on clear standing who have completed 60 semester units.
the student must have served
for more than one semester in student government.
The ASB president is exempt
from the award.
The College Scholarship Committee and the ASH President
wUl confer to decide on the recipients. Groups will be notified
when nominations are called fora
approximately two months before the awards are made.
Applications must be received at
least three weeks before the Roe
ognition Banquet.
In the face of student apathy
toward student government. Dr.
Walter agreed the awards are a
boost to school service.

KCBS Plans
1Radio Salute

20’s To Fly
Tomorrow
A :armation flight of Flying
20’s two planes will fly over the
campus at noon tomorrow with
Barney Tumey in the lead plane.
Purpose of the flight is to give
qualified pilots experience in formation flying and to take aerial
photographs of the campus, Turney said.
A non-stop overnight flight to
Furnace Creek Inn and Ranch will
be taken by Flying 20 members Gerald French, Tom Doak
Bob Miller and Ttuney. The quartet leaves Dec. 29 and vain return
the followiag day.
The club’s two airplanes will be
flown to the ranch. Purpose of
the trip is to provide practical experience for the participants in
eross-country navigation, French
said. "It’s also a pleasure tr.;
he added.

The court upheld an ASB Constitutional bylaw giving the Student Activities Board power to
make legislation in the area of
campus advertising. The la
charged with failure to take a
poster down on time, had challenged the constitution.
The justices met in closed session until a few minutes after
seven Tuesday night. Three voted
to uphold the constitution and one
PRESIDENT GETS 21 -GUN SALUTE
justice abstained.
ABOARD USS ESSEX IN MEDITERRANEAN t7P1)President
Frankel.
were
Marvin
Voting
Eisenhower, sailing from Europe to Africa on his peace mission, retense dal aiger ssah suspense as
ceived a 21 -gun salute at sea yesterday when his Sixth Fleet task force
he vainly fumbled in his pocket
met drainatically with the flagship of Britain’s Mediterranean fleet.
for his glasses.
Thousands of Tunisians worked an an emergency basis last night
MESSAGE FOR PEOPLE ,
to convert a slum district into a helicopter landing space for President
"Even in this simple act,
Eisenhower’s three-hour visit today.
Churchill had a message for the
U.S. AHEAD IN MISSILE RACE
PARIS (UPI) The United States said today it still had a nuclear1
people. He said, ’Be never disand missile edge on Russia but the European members of NATO were
turbed when looking for sometold they must start contributing more to western defenses. The ques- I
thing, because people will then
tion of Europe’s contributions touched off a new uproar with France
feel sorry for you, and that is a
over NATO’s working structure.
good point’," laughed the profesAF CLAIMS WORLD SPEED RECORD
One of the suspense -filled
’
sor.
WASHINGTON (UPI )The Air Force today claimed an official
The mnnitscript from ahieh great tragedies of modern
world speed record of 1520.9 miles per hourmore than twice the
Dr. iferrnanns will read ham tunes. "The N’isit." will be speed of sound- .for its F-106 "Delta Dart" jet interceptor.
nrser twin published or pre- reviewed today by Dr. James
It said the record was set yesterday at Edwards Air Force Base
sented before. Ile spectibited Clark in a repeat perform- Calif.,
by Maj. Joseph W. Rogers, a 35-year-old boyish-looking pilot a
that it might he puhlished along
ance of his November book. Worthington, Ohio. He hurtled over a straightaway 18-kilema
with other such manaserfpts
lan- (about 11 -mile) course at an altitude of nearly eight miles.
written after his meetings with talk before English and
STRAUSS APPEALS TO NATO
guage arts majors and English Dethe late Albert Einstein and AlPARIS I UPI ) --West German Defense Minister la ,,11/
partment faculty.
bert Seha fairer.
Dr. Clark, assistant professor of Strauss said yesterday the U.S. strategic air force might not he enough
Now, the professor is working
English, will present his review of a nuclear deterrent to prevent Russian "chipping away" at Western
with lice other MS colleagues
for the second time at 11:30 a.m. Europe. He appealed to NATO to build up Its strength.
on the Anne Frank Academy,
Strauss spoke during NATO debate on a yearend military stirs’%
In Cafeteria Room B at the
which he founded for the pence
group’s December luncheon meet- that shows the Atlantic Alliance is one-third under strength bee;,
loving youth In the world.
of failure of a number of countries, France especially, to live up te
ing.
The play is currently at the military commitments,
Haying received his doctorate in
X-115 /PLIGHT CANCELLED
political science from the Univer- Curran Theater In San FrancisEDWARDS AIR FORCE BASE, Calif. (UPDTechnical difficulsity of Frankfurt, Dr. Hermanna co, featuring Alfred Lunt and
ties yesterday forced postponement of the fourth powered flight of the
was later trained for a position In Lynn Fontana’s.
Those students and faculty experimental manned rocket ship X-13. Pilot Scott Crossf told sat at
the League of Nations.
Dr, Dudley T. Moorhead, dean members planning to attend are the controls of the missile-plane as it was carried aloft beneath the
of the division of humanities and invited to bring their lunches, ac- wing of a B-52 bomber. While the mother ship and the X.15 were
the arts, will introduce today’s cording to Dr. Ruth Lavern, assist- climbing, Crossfield found he could receive but not transmit to the
ground with his radio equipment.
ant professor of English.
speaker.

world wire

Prof Talks on Churchill Today
Dr William Ifermaniia .1-

May Go to Six Students

English Prof
Will Review
Visit’ Again

faClaii in San Francisco has rya
’ified San Jose State that a will
broadcast three special programs
to salute the Golden Anniversary
of Broadcasting at the year’s end
The special programs to be
heard on MIN are:
M Dada y, the. 28. "The
Story of Doctor lierrold." 9:05
Pm.
Tuesday. Dee. 29, "History
of Radio--Crystal Set to Translator," 9:05 p.m.
Wednesday. Dec. 30, "Stay
Tuned," 9:05 p.m.
Station executive Evelyn Clark
said the station is exploring ways
of crediting SJS faculty and students for their part in inaugurating the 50th anniversary celebration last spring. She credited the
college with making the year-long
observance possible.

Skiers Need
$5 Deposit
A $5 deposit must he paid to
the Student Affairs Business Office, TH16, by tomorrow afternoon
by those students who plan to attend the Ski Club’s trip to Heaaenly Valley, Tahoe.
The trip, scheduled for Jan. 911. will cost club menawas $1790
and:on-members $20 90. The
Lod
prices include bus transportation,
food and lodging at Tahoe Valley
The remaining amount may be
paid following Christmas vacation,
stated Nancy Saea.c tellaieity
chairman.

SPARTANS
111

111
II
aa
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Hurray.

Hurray,

the last
big day. Happy
vacation starts
today. But are
am ready? Is
your shopping
done? R
has
fxbulous
sssortment of
Slipper Sox at
only 3.50. Give
Dad a pair and
he may even raise
your allowance.
Good luck and of
Course,
Merry Christmas!

ROOS
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LITTLE MAN ON. CAMPUS

Not Too Merry a Christmas
We’d much rather _have our pockets
picked, say, the day after Christmas. Naturally there’s nothing in them then but a
few sales slips.
But during the Christmas shopping season? Well, a theft could mean the difference between someone giv ing a son a ne%v
toy train, or a sweetheart a box of candy.
Unfortunately, whether it’s Christina,
or no, hooks, bikes, money, pipesall are
fair game for the thief.
But that’s the way it goes.
For those of you who haven’t been icRobbers don’t choose their victims any
more than v ictims choose to be robbed. timizedwe wish a Merry Christmas. MayNevertheless, it is a terrible time of year be you can spread your cheer to those who
J .0.
to be robbed, no matter how you look at it. have.
NEW
IA NATO Problem
Continental Styling
by the Style Leader
note with concern the fact that
there has e been a number of robberies on
campusand right around the Christmas
season.
Heaven help the poor victims if they’re
as near-broke as most gift-buyers are these
days. That last five dollars vsould have
bought a nice four-foot tree. with maybe a
little money left ser for some Christmas
V. e
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Shaping Up France
May Depend On Ike

By LYLE C. WILSON
nited Press International
WASHINGTON WPDReading between the lines of the NATO
news from Paris will induce eye strain, at least. At most, it will induce
headache, heartache and, perhaps, an uneasy sense of fear.
NATO is the North Atlantic Treaty Organization. NATO represents the combined first line of defense of the allied free world. The
free allies are annoyed now, each with the other. And, Frenchmen, especially, are annoyed at hints that France deliberately is not doing
her share of the NATO job.
There are more than mere hints about France. American 6fficials
assert that some NATO nations, especially France, are weakening
the mutual defense alliance by shirking their military obligations.
Gen. Charles De Gaulle, the French Premier, has refused to permit
the French Air Force to participate in the integrated NATO Tactical
Air Command.
*
*
*
De Gaulle has said he would withhold the French Mediterranean
fleet from NATO in time of war. He balked at basing U.S. missiles
or nuclear stockpiles on French territory. American officials have
stated the U.S. case that France is the weak spot.
Survivors of the World War II scene in Washington or Western
Europe will not be surprised that France poses her allies a delicate
diplomatic problem. Delicate diplomatic problems were forecast with
confidence when General De Gaulle became head man in France. That
was in June, 1958.
The French have a word for him. Formidable! That is De Gaulle.
Vain, touchy, egotistical, stubborn and proud were other descriptions
f De Gaulle in the chit-chat of the Washington cocktail cirCuit and
in the hush-hush, off-record wartime conferences which the top civilian and military brass were forever having with newsmen.
We heard a lot about De Gaulle from such as Gen. George C.
Marshall, Adm. Ernest J. King and from FDR, himself.
*
*
*
"Explosive, handle with care," was their tag for the Frenchman.
Some just called De Gaulle "stuffy" and let it go at that. There was
respeCt for him, however. Now that the United States may have to
deal with De Gaulle in matters of life and death for both France and
the United States, there is comfort in the fact that he and Gen. Dwight
D. Eisenhower got along well.
"I happen to be one of those who liked him," the President said
at a news conference when De Gaulle became premier. The free people
of the world can only hope that De Gaulle liked Ike, too. If French
ruffled feelings are to be soothed and France brought’ into NATO as
a satisfactory ally, it probably will be up to Eisenhower to effect it.
CALIFORNIA SLACKS
Fast taking their plac alongside
the campus favoriteAi Tapers
sLicks. Slimlined legs extension
waistband with adJustable alder
tabs, and smart crosstop pockets.
Only Al Leconte’ give you the
true new Continental look. Sanforised. longwearing cotton
favored colors and a lull range al
sties. $5.95,
AS SEEN IN

At your favorite campus shop .
A-1 TAPERS
SOLD AT
00.14.0 4111114
.444

HALE’S

Thrust and Parry
’Defendant May Enter
Any Plea He Wishes’
EDI i(In: The recent action of
the student court once again proved its incompetence to handle any
case arising under rules of the
ASH constitution.
The case in point is the recent
prosecution by the court of those
organizations which failed to send
a required
a representative to
meeting of the Student Activities
Board. In this case the court told
I not advised) the organizations
involved that if they didn’t attend
the SAB meeting that they must
I

HALF HOUR LAUNDROMAT
Wash the easy way and save!
WASH 20c
DRY 10c
COIN OPERATED

SOFT WATER
setwiewmaTit

I suggest the court read ally
elementary text on law, for I
am sure that they will find that
the defendant In a ease Is free
to enter any plea he wishes. It
is then the problem of the court
to determine the validity of the
plea not before the case is
heard.
It should be stated for the benefit of our politically appointed
court that guilt implies wrong doing and a party could have committed a crime (i.e. not attending
an SAB meeting) and still not be
legally guilty due to a failure on
the part of the authorities tie.
ailure of the SAB to send notificaion of a required meeting to the
proper address)this was the case
sith the DUs.
JOHN R. BIRD
ASS 9496
(Editor’s Note: Apologies to
Mr. Bird for not printing this
letter soonerit nits submitted
two weeks ago. This is not to
imply that ue agree to Ith
views.)
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Secretaries ere in demand
Prepare now for unusual job
opportunities! You us shoos*
one of several courses!

0 Isecenve

U -DO -IT LAUNDROMAT
171 South 3rd

Open 24 hrs.

Secretarial
1:1 Weal Secretarial
o Oeserel Secretarial
Effective Placement Service
Psident for coot sown student!
121 SUM& corner Powell
IX. 2.1252
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Pigskin Preview
BARRY: A good afternoon, football fans, on
this beautiful New Year’s Day here in Atlanta, Georgia, for the 132nd annual renewal of this great gridiron classic, the Lucre Bowl! This is Barry Bromide
CLINT:and Clinton Cliche...
BARRY: ... about to bring you this great contest between these
two great powerhouse teams the University of Turnstile "Greenbacks" and the "Silver Concessionaires" of Ingot College.
Fans, it’s a perfect day for football here in Solvency Stadium at
Atlanta. Clint, do you want to describe just what’s taking place across
the field from where we’re sitting?
CLINT: Wonderful, Barry! The fans are beginning to pour into
the stadium now, and it’s my guess we should be under way soon,
wouldn’t you say, Barry?
BARRY: That’s right, Clint. That noise you hear is the famed
University of Turnstile 678-piece marching band taking to the field.
Clint?
CLINT: Thanks, Barry. That’s right, the famed 678-piece marching
band from the University of Turnstile is coming right down the field
below us now, playing the Greenback fight song: "Click, Turnstiles,
Click."
BARRY: Say, Clint, I hate to break In here, but we’re fortunate enough to have with us today one of the all-time football
greats from Turnstile U., Rip Bushman! six -time All-American
with the Greenbacks from 1935 through ’41, who played on the
same team with Hugh (the "Crow") Magnon, Flip Erickson, Tink
Mahoney and Tommy Neanderthal!
I understand that you’re a vice-president of the Tuff-Tred Tire
Corporation! That’s wonderful, Bush! Ha-ha.
BUSHMAN: Yeah.
BARRY: Wonderful, Bushman! And, say, I see we have a little
time left; would you like to tell the fans at home about that run you
made in the 1939 Lucre Bowl against Mississippi?
BUSHMAN: That’s right, Barry. I made that run after I got
the ball on the 20 ... (No, I guess it was the 35.) Well, anyway
I got that ball and started lip the middle, when I seed the opposin’
tackleno, it was the center, I thinkcomin’ In real fast -like from
the side. "Well," I thinks to myself..
CLINT: Say, Rip, I hate to cut it off, but I just received word
from down below that they’re about to startso thanks very much
for dropping by
BARRY: This is Barry Bromide, turning the mike back to Clinton
Cliche for the play-by-play.
CLINT: Okay, Barry. Fans, before we clo begin, however, a reminder that this game is brought to you by Leonard’s Used Cars
Leonard Laff, laff, laffs at High Prices! So come in today and see
Leonard for the deal that can’t be beat!!
All right, now, the teams are all lined up and I think we’re about
to begin..,
(HALFTIME)
HARRY: Well. fans, that was certainly some first half of football!
CLINT: Yes, Barry, that was an exciting first half of rough-tough
football!
BARRY: Thanks, Clint! Well, down on the field the Concessionaire
marching band is beginning to form a huge dollar bill. The trumpet
section is making up the face of Washington, and two tubas represent
the president’s eyes, with five song girls as the mouth. The drum corps
is running back and forth to make a moving picture of the dollar sign,
and the clarinetists are laying on their backs playing, "Carry Me
Back to 01’ Virginny," forming the "S" in the dollar sign.
CLINT: That’s wonderful, Barry!
BARRY: The card stunts are carrying out the theme: "Sports
Through the Ages" by forming a picture of Babe Ruth. And the Babe
is swinging his bat while one student runs across the row dressed like
a baseball.
CLINT: Barry, it’s marvelous! Some scores have Just come in,
Barry: West Virginia 7 and Alabama 9 at half time in the Butter
Bovsl: Montana S and Idaho 6 in the Parsley Bowl; Vermont 17,
Maine 12 in the Maple Syrup Bowl; Michigan 17, Illinois 26 in
the Dressing Boni; Biloxi 16 and Tortise C. I 1 in the Minestrone
Bowl: Nebraska 18, Kansas 19 In the Soybean Bowl; Rivers I.T.
24, Miles TP1111.111.r% 24 at halftime In the Parsnip Bowl ...
NACHMAN: Shay, ’isheuse me, bud-dy; you sheen the wasshall bowl?

GOOD FOOD

BUY -th- BUCKET
4565

Stevens Creek Rood

Santa Clara

CHOW HOUNDS

COLLEGE

for
Positions
with a
FUTURE

Today’s Survey of Music Literature class will feature Professor
and Mrs. Patrick Melerotto playing piano concertos by Bach and
hlugart. An orchestra conducted by
Dr. W. Gibson Waiters will provide
accompaniment. The class meets
at 11:30 a.m. in Concert Hall.
*
*
*
The 20 students in the design
class of Miss Anna Ballarian, associate professor of art, who designed the simulated stained glass
window decorations for the library’s stairwell are:
Karen Anderson, Andrew Bal.
lantyne, Judith Eichman, Sondra
Groves, Kurt’s 1.111e, Colin Lintldres, Priscilla Lofthouse, Linda
Loveland, Katherine Alefturrin,
I.elwyn Main, John MechlIng,
Karla Neal, Murtha Price, Judith Banco, Kathleen Ryan, Marialyce Smith. Priscilla Steamer),
AA HOT
Tomblin, k;die Wallace
ourlllliIuIIIIlIlIlIlItIlIlIlIIIIlllIIIlllllIllllllIllIlliliIIiIlIItIIIIIiliiIIIIItIIIIIIIiiIIillIlIt Abigail
and Ida Weisser.

ria

All the SPAGHETTI
YOU CAN EAT FOR ONLY
Just show your student body card and
then sit down and stuff yourself!

We also

serve your

*
*
*
The Art Department faculty
Christmas party will be held this
afternoon at 3:30 in the art history
lecture room.
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Orders to Take Out

Delicious

Phone

Pizza!

CH 8-6244
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2 a m.
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JIM ADAMS. Ed tor
CRAWFORD. Adv.
Day Editor, thk hsue
141ra Vallee.,
News Editor
Joanne Osman
Copy Editor
Paul F.
Photo Editor ........... Dan Elders
Sports Editor ...Gregory H. Bauer
Exchanoe Editor Darla -Jean Brown
164

BILL

Lowest Gas Prices
In
San Jose

ETHYL-100+ OCTANE
REG.-90+ OCTANE
Cigarettes
All Major 0,1

20t
38t

20% STATIONS

4th & William -6th &
Keyes
ieTH AND TAYLOR

Where Servings Are Large
And Prices Are Right

Elli

ARCHIE’S
STEAK HOUSIdid
545 S. 2nd. St.

Hours 7 A.M. to 9 P.M.

esnpus
Author of’! Was a To ,t-noe Dwarf" "Th< If
LOMB of noble Gillis", dr.)

DECK THE HALLS
When you think of Christmas gifts you naturally think of
Marlboro cigarettes, leading seller in flip-top box in all fifty
statesand if we annex Wales, in all fifty-oneand if we antics
Lapland, in all fifty-two. (This talk about annexing Walt. and
Lapland is, incidentally, not just idle speculation. Great Britain
wants to trade Wales to the United States for a dexert. treat
Britain needs a desert desperately on account of the touri,t
trade. Tourists are always coming up to the Prime Nlini,ter or
the Lord Privy Seal, or the Thane of Glamis, or like that and
saying, "I’m not knocking your country, mind you. It’s very
quaint and picturesque, etc., what with Buckingham Palace and
Bovril and Scotland Yard, etc., but where’s your dent tot?"

4troe

g

7,1kit

I

b

1\111
t,

16

aikee var- cievEr
Before I forget, let me point out that Scotland Yard, Britain’s
plain-clothes police branch, was named after Wally Scotia t iti and
Fred Yard who invented plain clothes. The American iil:i iii’
clothes force is called the F.B.I. after Frank B. Ineheliff, who
invented fingerprints. Before Mr. Ineliclitf’s invention, 1.1’lly
body’s fingers were absolutely glassy smooth. This, as you may
imagine, played hob with the identification of newlstrn
in hospitals. From 1791 until 1904 no Anteriean parent I’VPr
brought home the right baby from the hospital. This later bemune known as the Black Turn Explosion.
(But I digress. England, I was saying, wants to trade Wales
for a desert. Sweden wants to trade Lapland for Frank B.
Incheliff. The reason is that Swedes to this day still don’t have
fingerprints. As a result, identification of babies iii Swtslisli
hospitals is so haphazard that Swedes flatly refuse to hiring
their babies home. There are, at present, nearly a liali-Itillion
unclaimed babies in Swedish hospitalssome of them well over
eighty years old.)
But I dimes. Marlboro is, of course, an ideal Christmas gift
for your friends and loved ones who enjoy filter cigarettes. If,
on the other hand, your friends and loved ones like mildness
but don’t like filters, then you can’t go wrong with a carton of
Philip Morris. If your friends and loved (inept like a subtly
mentholated cigarette that combines refreshing taste with high
filtration, then buy a carton of Alpines. (Alpines, incidentallY.’
are named after the late Albert G. Pine, Al Pine worked all hits
life to invent a cigarette that would combine light menthol and
high filtration, but alas he never succeeded. As by-products of
his research he did manage to invent the atom, the gooseiwek
lamp and the cocker spaniel, but the lightly mentholated high
filtration cigarette, alas, never. Now this dream is realized,
and what could be more fitting than to pay tribute to this gallant man by calling this cigarette Alpine?)
s, tow at.. ,,how."

favorite refreshments.

J
Try our
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We, the makers of Marlboro, Philip Morris and Alpine art
now enjoying our sixth year u-ith Max Shulman. Obviously,
Ire think he is a funny fellow. Be think you’ll think win
if you look at his television series ..TDE MINI’
OF DOBIE GILLIS"and read his latest book. "1 "’AS "
TEEN -AGE DWARF."
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sjS’s Decade of ’50s
’Most Significant’ Years
gv ROBERT TAYLOR
Jose
In just two weeks San
end
the
will
College
State
’50s, the most
decade of the
progressive and significant
in the 102
10-year period
years of the college.
in 1950, SJS had only

6400 students (less than half of
pmsent enrollment and 275 facnow has more
ulty members tit
than 6001.
In 1950 there were no Speech
Engineering, Adminand Drama,
istration, Cafeteria, Faculty OfIndustrial Arts,
fice, Art, Health,
In addior Bookstore buildings.
tion, there were no additions to
the Library, Men’s or Women’s
Gym or Science Building.
"This has been a decade of
increasing recognition of the
status of San Jose State as a
full thawed university-type institution," Dr. William J. Dime!,
rice president, said.
"In my college days," he added,
"the name San Jose State College
%is used almost interchangeably
with San Jose Country Club."
Even though the enrollment has
more than doubled, the number of
rk.grecs conferred has jumped
from 1408 to just 2197, however.
But masters degree have jumped
from four to 236.
FEWER TEACHING MAJORS
And just a third of the graduates are preparing for teaching.
contra.sting with the decades when
SJS was nothing but a "normal
school" for future teachers.
"The concept of San Jose as
a teachers college has been slow
Is die out," Vice President Basel said. The public Is now aware
of the iniportance and true role
of the college because of "our
hundreds of ambassadors" in
the form of students and faculty
members, he added.

German Club
Fete Tonight
Santa Claus v, ill come up to the
Student Union tonight, not by traditional sleigh, but by Volkswagen, as the German Club celebrates
Christmas, according to Gil Gillespie, club president.
Santa’s visit will mark the
start of a party for students of
German classes, faculty of the
modern language department and
their families. Santa will be
played by Peter Klose, a junior
German major.
Before leaving, Santa is scheduled to lead children and adults in
singing German Christmas carols
litr. Joachim Stenzel, instructor of
Cerrnan, and his son will open a
program of music, song and story
telling with instrumental selections.
Other entertainment will be
presented by Ernst Buder, who
will sing Christmas songs and
Waltraud Weichert who will he
the storyteller.

Sam Wiah To Speak
At Athens Conclave
Sam Wiali. SJS student discussing "New Nationalism."
will also serve as a leader
from Liberia. N% ill participate He
of one of the bible study groups
as a speaker and group lead- which meet throughout the coner at the 18th Quadrenniall vention week.
Student Convention on the The SJS student earlier this seChristian World Mission at mester was awarded a $600 felAthens, Ohio, Dec. 29 to lowship to teach African history
Jam 2.
A special political science major. Wiah was selected as a speaker and group leader by convention officials last month. He is
the only student of 20 from SJS
participating as a leader.
The event is a world-wide ecuconference of protestant
churches. More than 1500 U.S.
college stude.nts and 1500 foreign
students from other nations are
especial to attend the conference
at Ohio University.
Wiah will participate as a
speaker an the Frontier Forum

menical

3

The biggest change in the college which outsiders can see is the
millions of dollars of new buildings. The thirteen new structures
have made it possible for the college to take care of the rapidly
increasing enrollment.
LARGE CLASSES
In the early ’50s, classes often
had between 100 and 200.students,
and temporary classroom buildings were called by Pres. John T.
Wahlquist "unfit for human habitation."
The students have changed
little In the last decade, but Dr.
DUSel Said he helieVen the "sobering Influence" of World War
II and Korean War veterans has

and culture at Peninsula School,
a private institution in Menlo
Park. The class consists of 50
high-school age students. Wiah is
the first SJS student from a
school other than Stanford to receive the fellowship. He was especially recommended to the
school after presenting lectures
to local groups on problems of
Africa.
Two summers ago he worked in
the cultural section of the Liberian Embassy in Washington, D.C.,
and did research on Africa last
spring for the World Affairs Conference of northern California.
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PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS

Denied New Hearing

A merchandise prize from a
clothing store, a restaurant and
the Spartan Bookstore will go to
the Spartan baby born closest to
midnight, New Year’s Eve.
Rules for the contest stipulate
the parents must bring a signed
statement to the Spartan Daily
advertising manager from the attending physician stating the
time and date of birth. The statement must be turned in by Jan. 6.
The contest is open to all married students, faculty and employees of the college. If the contestant is a student one spouse
must be taking at least six units.

T),-,,a1,1ar 17 1,4;9
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Prof’s Reward,
New Orientation

made an impression on the college.
And the next decade promises to
be as growth-filled as this one.
"Today we stand on the threshold
of a new era in education," said
President Wahlquist. "I am completely confident in predicting a
future of achievement and dynamic progress (.1. San .1,),e state
College."

First 1960 Baby
To Reap Prizes

Th.1.,lav

By ME1 \ VOLLERSEN
Dr. Donald II. Alden, pro- It is learned as a second language.
are seven major language
fessor of English. last year There
groups and scores of dialects in
spent a sabbatical leave the Philippines, he said.
teaching in two universities
ENGLISH IN COLLEOES
in.the Philippines and found English is used In all colleges
his major reward from the and universities, but there are few
experience was a "new orien- American teachers. English in the
tation."
Philippine school system goes

NEW APPEAL PLANS"Red Light" bandit Caryl Chessman,
who avoided seven dates with death in III/ years, is on his way
to Los Angeles where a new execution date will be set. The Supreme Court denied him a new hearing this week but Chessman
said he is working on new appeal plans with attorney George Davis.

Wesley Plans Christmas Caroling
Christmas caroling is planned
by the Wesley Foundation Sunday
at 7 p.m., 205 E. Santa Clara St.
After the caroling, there will be
an open house at the home of
Carole Mortell.
There will be a meeting on
Sunday, Dec. 27. No program has
been planned.
The Rev. Henry Gerner will

Tor-

hold an open house Sunday, Jan.
3, 682 S. Seventh St.
Dinner will not be served on
these Sundays.
MORE NUTS
WASHINGTON (UPI)
The
U.S. crop of shelled nuts this year
is estimated at 35,000 tons compared to a scant 9,900 tons last year.

"From where we sit it often back to the early 1900’s when sevlooks as though we are the cen- eral hundred American teachers
ter of the world, but the real fight were sent to open public schools
against Communism is right in
Dr. Alden was assigned to Stillthat area," Dr. Alden said.
man University during the reguThe Philippines are one of the lar session and taught at the Cenleading U.S. allies although they tral Philippine University during
have little military strength, he summer school. His duties inadded. "It is typical for Filipinos cluded teaching linguistics, studyto know a great deal about Ames. ing English teaching methods and
ca and it hurts them when Ameri- supervising a speech laboratory.
cans exhibit so little knowledge
LITERATURE CONTACT
about their country."
In addition to his work with the
Dr. Alden received a Ful- spoken language, Dr. Alden conbright teaching grant for his ferred with some of the leading
project. It concerned the pro- Filipino writers during his stay.
gram of teaching English a, a "My contact with Philippine litersecond language.
ature was substantial and reward"The language problem in the ing," he stated.
Philippines is fantastically cornThe main problems in the Philplex," Dr. Alden explained. Eng- ippines are educational, political
lish is the official language, but and economic’, Dr. Alden said.
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ARIAN
STORE
-Right On Campus

En:oy Christmas shopping without the St. Nick
blues. No hustle and bustle at Spartan Book
... and quality gifts for morn, dad, sis, brother,
fraternity brothers, sorority sisters, etc., etc.
So, come on in to Spartan Book ... the shopping’s fine.
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Pi K A Wins
Door Contest
Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity captured the top prize for the best
door decoration again for the second year in a row, in the annual
Delta Sigma Phi Fraternity Door
Decoration Contest.
Coming in for a close second is
Theta Xi fraternity. Sigma Alpha Epsilon captured the third
place award.
Awards will be given out tonight at dinner at the Delta Sie
house. PiKA will be presented the
perpetual plaque. Chairmen responsible for the winning entry
are Nick Peters and Dave Carlson.
Next year the contest will be
open to all men’s living groups
stated Fred Gould, contest- chairman.
DSP commended Wilson’s
Boarding house on their door decoration also.
Judging was held Tuesday evening. Judges for the event were
Mrs. Kathy Briski, society reporter of the San Jose MercuryNews; Mr. M. E. Foskett, personnel manager of advance development lab at IBM; and Mrs. Richard Sorby, associate professor of
art at SJS.

Making ’Like, Dislike’ List at End of Year Proves Fun
By PHYLLIS MACKALL
Here are some of the things we love this Christmas seasfin:
The new short, short hemlines. Get those hems up, gals; looking
like grandma with skirts dragging about the ankles is OUT, OUT,
OUT. And you’ll be surprised how much nicer you look with shorter
skirts!
The new fur trims (fake and real). Racoon collars are prevalent on campus with casual wear, but for the luxury look we prefer
black tux. Regardless of type, fur collars may be bought which snap
through sweaters or coats, thus transforming one’s wardrobe with One
purchase.
The wonderful billowy Christmas party dresses. San Francisco
store windows are featuring. bkick and white especially.

...,

The beautiful ski clothes being featured for the Winter Olympics. Ski clothes suddenly have become delightfully feminine.
The pink San Jose Public library boultmoblle--driven by a girl
in a pink sweater.
Hale’s windows. Decorated this year, as every year, to enchant
childrenboth young and old.
Christmas decorations throughout the classroom.
The fanciful
studios in the Art Building. Merely strolling through the corridors will
give one the "Christmas Spirit."
The "Christina& Spirit" Itself. That feeling of peace and goodwill.
. Charlie Brown, I.ucy, Schroeder, Snoopy, and their spoof of
adult ways.
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FRATERNITIES
SIGMA CHI
Tonight the men of Sigma Chi
and Sweetheart contestants will
hold a party for underprivileged
children. Presents will be given
Ten contestants in the contest are Bev Wood and Gall
Paisley, Alpha Phi; Judy Stoner and Alma Lee Burns, Alpha
Chi Omega; Stephanie Bruton,
Delta Gamma; Yvonne Paris,
Gamma Phi Beta; Mayo Blom
and Arlene Jung, CM Omega;
Shelby Scollen, Kappa Alpha
Theta; and Carol Skapik, Kappa
Kappa Gamma.
New Year’s Eve for the brothers
and pledges from northern California will be spent at Sheldon
Crandall’s home in Piedmont.
There will also be a party for the
southern Californians of the fraternity.
SIGMA PHI EPSILON
The brothers of Sigma Phi
Epsilon played host for parents
at the chapter house Sunday.
The occasion was to honor the
newly founded club for wives
and mother*. Guest Joined in on
a buffet dinner.
THETA XI
Newly elected officers selected
for next semester include Phil
Berry, president; Bob Brooks,
vice president; Clark Smith, treasurer; Warren Leenerts, house
manager; Leighs Church, social
chairman; and Jim Williams, corresponding secretary.
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What’s Doin’
ALPHA PHI
Sandy Ashabraner has been
chosen head song girl for the Alpha Phi sorority. Sue Barton was
elected vice president of the
Freshman Class.
Wednesday afternoon the Alpha
Phi ladies held a Christmas party
for underprivileged children. Santa gave the children gifts.
The ladies and the Pi Kappa Alpha men combined their voices for
Christmas caroling recently. The
group sang to all the sororities,
fraternities and various boarding
houses.
DELTA GAMMA
Monday evening the DG’s
honored their Anchor Man Don
Dunton at a Christmas party
held at the house.
KAPPA ALPHA THETA
The ladies of Kappa Alpha Theta and the Sigma Alpha Epsilon
fraternity held a party for underprivileged children.
KAPPA DELTA
Dr. Harold Miller, head of the
English Department at &Is,
was guest speaker at Kappa
Delta’s scholarship banquet held
recently at the Ste. Claire Hotel.
Joan Price received the award
for outstanding scholarship for
the second consecutive semester. EVie Lopez won the award
for the most improved scholarship; Karen Kralavanskv was
the recipient of the activities
award.
Sunday was parents’ day at the
KD house. During the afternoon
the fathers judged door decorations on individual rooms in the
house. Somehow, the winner of
the contest turned out to be the
room with the most fathers present at the party.
Monday the ladies held their
annual Christmas party at the
house; gifts were exchanged.
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Contact lenses. This Is one way to get guys to make paw
at gals who wear glasses.
The wonderful professors who go out of their way to t44,
personal interest in and help their students. They offset me I
ones
who don’t.
There are, however, some things we could do without on
campy,:
Those filthy dirty tennis shoes some girls wear to
class. They
look like refugees from a very tweedy English girls’ school.
The look -alike sorority girls: short hairdos, tan raincoats, mid
tennis shoes. ("We look alike, we think alike.")
Wearing gobs of eye makeup or clouds of cheap perfume.
It’s fun to add up one’s -list" of the year. You’ll probably
corm
up with more "likes" than "dislikes," too. Merty Christmas!
-
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oreign Students Tell
Of Christmas Customs
Bs RON BATES
posadas,
Ilands. parades,
korution.i. and candles on
grit’ e’ of loved ones
in different
different ways
the Christbegin
to
untries
holidays.
ina,
Students
The International
students from 53
taleup uf SJS
eon(votaries un five separate
ems, gathered Friday fur the
party at the
nual Christmas
.aapbell lionie of Mrs. Marion
la-lards. assistant professor of

nglish.
-The Christmas spirit in my
try usually starts around Nov.
5, said Ben Bautista, exchange
udent from the Philippines. "The
and the
diu starts playing carols
lore’ decorate for Christmas."
"Eight day" before Christmas
Be a band goev arnound the
Ci11+4111aM 1001110 at
tarn Playing
morning," he
4 o’clock la the
continued. "It is to wake up the
people so they can go to maas.
Then, on the 24th, everybody In

S& D UNIFORM, Inc.
Complf,te line of
Police Uniforms and
Accessories
401 East Santa Clara St.
(3 blxis from Campus)

KEROSENE CLUB
365 E. Julian
prsonis

THREE CLEFS
with w;ghtly dancing

Casuals Dance Band
TUESDAY NIGHT
also

a

Tom Smothers
SUNDAY EVENING

SAYE ON XMAS GIFTS
Al SCOTTY MAC’S
DECEMBER

s-A-Tiwio .405
DISCOUNTS

the family goes to midnight
mass.
Afterwards we all go
home to eat; it is a time of reunion. We call it ’ntwhe buena’.
"On Christmas Day, the grownups go to visit family and friends
and the children go to see the godfather," Ben went on, "That is the
day we exchange gitts."
THREE-DAY HOUDAN
"The Christmas holidays in Finland last three days," Anna-Llisa
Rautanen began. "The day before
Christmas we go to the cemetery
to place candles on the grave of
our loved ones.
"Then, on Christmas Eve, Santa
comes about 7 p.m. to give the
children presents," she continued.
"We stay up all night singing,
dancing and having fun. There
Is always food on the table.
Then, on Christmas Day, we all
go to church. Later we visit
friends and family. The third
day we dunce and have a good
time."
"Christmas in Ilolland is generally celebrated around Dec. 6,"
said Berm Meijer. "The children
place their shoes beneath the ,
chimney with a carrot or bread
(for St. Nick’s horse). If the child
has been bad he finds a note in his
shoe telling him to mend his ways.
If he has been good, he finds candy
and cookies."
BRAZILPAPA NOEL
"Papa Noel just walks to the
house in my country," said Maus!
Weichert of Brazil. "He walks into
the house through the door. He is
usually tired, so the children have
to be especially good if they want
to get a present. Ile gets the gifts
from the parents and gives them
to the children."
"In Rio de Janeiro, there is a
big parade on Jan. 6," she continued. "That starts the Christmas spirit. There is an agency
that you can call up to come to
your neighborhood to get children’s Christmas lists. Everybody gathers when Papa Noel
comes."
Different ways, different countries but the meaning and spirit is
still the same.
*
*
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Existed Before Nativity:

Yule Trappings ’Gift’ of Pagans
two (Farts of cream, and a
at home. So did the aristocratic !s
pound of sugar to a fifth of rum),
Virginian settlers.
The creche or nativity scene was I soon became a mainstay of the
first created by St. Francis a southern holiday -open lanoe."
Assisi in 1229. The Saint,
ho
Santa Claus esialsed out of the
loved both children and animals. legendary St. Niehulas, the
recreated the Nativity scene using fourth century bishop at Myra
live animals in the nave of his in
.1to Minor. St. Nieto,church. The simpler device of fi- hu. was a long, lean man who
gurines caught on and swept the traditionally rode a earl ass riy
whole Christian world. They were white horse. He was the patron
used at first only in churches but saint of boys.
later at home.
The rut laid Santa i Sinter Klaus
It was St. Francis and his or- was developed here by the earliest
der who developed the original Dutch settlers who took him back
Christmas carols. He believed En to Holland and Scandinavia. The
moderate Christmas gaiety and Rev. Clement Clarke Moore t auththe carols were modeled on the I or of -The Night Before Christchorale or carule, originally a mas") picked up the reindeer from
French dance.
a Lapland version 01 St. Nichulus’
Evergreens were used to cover I maw/la:it ion.
Homan houses during Saturnulia.
YULE WINTER FESTIVAL
Yule was a winter festival cele- inside and out. The Christians
brated by the northern peoples of grudgingly took up the idea beW’11 3. the
s
p
Russ a, r. i
Europe. The old Nordic word was cause an untrimmed house marked
2 ’
Tuposlari and Pt Africa
"hweol" for wheel, meaning the a Christian and next in line for
lomat tripfor those who don’t w to
the
arenas.
be horded around. Also hhorter ps
turning of the season.,.. Like the
Modest priced
EUROPE Slit.41.4111 TOURS
Roman festival, the celebration
MISTLETOE (’I’REN ILLS
As
t
Pasedfts.
centered upon the winter solstice
Mistletoe was held sacred by the
(Dec. 22 to 25). Wild boar was Druids, a religious sect that lived
the favorite dish. King Haakon the in Great Britain 200 years before
A &M Auto Repair
Good (919-9611 of Scandinavia, Christ. They believed that it was
GENERAL AUTO REPAIR
upon hearing of the new "Christ- capable of curing almost any phySPECIALTY
mas," decreed that Yule should co- sical ill.
Powerglide
Hydrarnatic
incide exactly.
A girl kissed under the mistlestudent rotestoe
will
be
married
that
year
-The Yule log was part of this
456 E. San Salvador CV 5-424,
festival and the tradition spread providing she allows her lover only
southward through all Christian as many kisses as there are berEurope. Originally during the ries. This English custom, joyfully
winter solestice and later on adopted by Americans, seems to
Christnuss eve, the huge log was have originated as a Druid marcut and placed at the back of riage rite.
the hearth. A little was burned
The Christmas tree is the
each day until Twelfth -night,
newest American tradition, datwhen the ashes were seattered
ing from the 19th Century. The I
first ti
on the fields to ensure a fertile
Christmas tree was brought to
s.: :,
tartanf wrt.t
England by Baroness Lehzen,
sin:e PA.:,
In England. successive waves of Queen Victoria". German goverinvaders brought their own cus- ness.
toms to the islands. The celebraPresent giving started with the
tions became so uproarious that Roman Saturnalia. Christmas
the Puritan Oliver Cromwell abol- fruitcake was of Roman origin
SALES RENTALS’
ished Christmas. It was immedi- also. Almonds were added to rich
ately restored by the court of spices to symbolize the pain and
In San Jose
Charles II in 1660.
pleasure of life.
75 South 2nd Street
NO PURITAN CHRISTMAS
AMERICAN CONCOCTION
CY4-2322
Christmas was ignored by the
Eggnog is an American concocAlso Polo All.. San Francisca,
Oakland and Berkeley
Massachusetts Puritans. By con- tion. Rum formed the basis of a
trast. New York’s I New Amster- number of "soothers" in the coldam’s) Dutch settlers celebrated ony of Virginia. Eggnog, too rich
Christmas cheerfully as they had for daily consumption (twelve egg
By DF.

\ \E Hi/OMER

We honor the birth of
Christ with
prayers
and
hymns, but the familiar trappingsthe greenery. the gaiety, fine foods and presents
come from our pagan ancestors. These symbols of
Christmas were in existence centuries before the Nativity.
History recorded no date fur the
birth of Christ. No one thought of
celebrating it until four centuries
atter lie died. December ’25 was
chosen by the struggling Christians to counteract the revelries
of the Roman Saturnalia, which
began on Dec. 17 and ended on the
24th and were asickly followed by
the Kalends the New Year

EUROPE

OUT OF THE MOUTHS OF BABESThis -littlest choralier"
singing his "tidings of comfort and joy- to San Jose State students for the Christmas season. He’s also reminding students that
school closes tomorrow and will reopen Monday, Jan. 4

SJS Junior Recalls
Former Queen Title
By El I I

llI ’FE

Margaret Iltintley Main.
Rose Bowl Queen of 1939
and now a junior at SJS. was
honored this month at a
Queen’s Breakfast in Pasadena.
Mrs. Main. one of ten former queens who participated in
the annual activity held Dec. 4 in
the Huntington Hotel was introduced by Harlan G. Loud, president of the Rose Bowl Tournament
in 1939.
The former president recalled
that he had forgotten his speech

FORMAL
WEAR’
-C)

during the coronation ceremonies,
but Mrs. Main, who was seated behind him, merely raised her bouquet of roses a little higher and
prompted the speaker without the
aid of a script. She had memorized
the entire program!
Mrs. Main was also honored at
the annual Queen’s luncheon presented by Occidental Life Insurance Company Dec. 16 at Pereno’s
Restaurant. At that time, each former Queen received a charm for
a bracelet commemorating her
reign.
Being Rose Bowl Queen was a
wonderful experience, according to
Mrs. Main, but there is a terrific
let -down when the festivities end.

Student From Bethlehem
Tells of Christmas There

OGILUK

"You notice people watching you
and you become very self-conscious," she said. "You learn that
everyone isn’t your friend." But
most of all, she added, there are
many people who are willing to
SEAT
Editor’s Note: lsa Ullunan, SJS mounted on white horses decorat- help whenever they can.
ed
with
beautiful
saddles.
Their
student
from
exchange
foreign
COVERS
After the 1939 Rose Bowl fest,
Bethlehem, Jordan, below ghee duty is to he the honor guard of
vities were over, the fan-mail conArchbishop.
The
Archbishop
is
the
Christmas
of
how
his
account
SAYE ON
walks about 150 yards, blessing the tinued to pour in from all over
celebrated in his native land.
CONVERTIBLE
crowds, before he enters the small the world. She recalled that man
By ROBERT TA1 I lit
door of the Nativity Church where in Texas who even sent a $3000
TOPS
By ISA UTIIMAN
Witiiin
the last III years
he spends the entire night praying check with a marriage proposal.
A tourist standing on a hill near
or so, paperback hooks has e
as low as
with thousands of people. Such is but she returned the check.
Bethlehem will see the Nativity
$59.88
Christmas in Bethlehem.
"Another time," she added, "the risen in stature consiilerably
Church (which was built above the
members of a French regiment from the **1111111. 1105 el- catecave where Jesus was born), surwalked 14 miles to type a letter gory.
rounded by small crowded houses.
SAVE ON
to me."
They might een
make
high belfries of many churches,
1ONEAU
Previously, the former queen good (and cheap) Christmas
and the high minaret of the mosCOVERS
and her husband did some work in gifts, if the corner with the print que of Omar. Around this town
as row as of 10,000 inhabitants there are
writing, directing, and acting in ed price is bitten off.
$29.88
plays for the Altadena Penthouse
many hills covered with olive
An array of paperbacks which
trees.
Warren tiutcy, tiler. a senior, was Playhouse. Actor Bill Holden was would be just perfect to stuff the
SAVE ON
a. member of the group at that stocking of Aunt Minnie from the
Every year thousands of pil- presented the first annual Dr. WilSPORT low as
time. Mrs. Main said.
country by Karl Marx,
grims from all over the Christian ham H. Gould Memorial Trophy at
TARPS $27.88
Mrs. Main moved to Sunnyvale Lawrence and Jack Kerouac I are
aorld, come to celebrate their the annual Lambda Chi Alpha
,
in July with her husband Robert. available at the Spartan Book
Christmas in the Holy Land and to
Christmas dance Saturday at who is employed at Lockheed, and Store.
WE GIVE
see the place in which Jesus was
Still -Beat Kerotaic’s newest naAdobe Creek Lodge, in Palo Alto, her four children. Her daughter
W."
born.
The perpetual trophy was ini- Linda is a SJS freshman. "Attend- vel is "Doctor Sax," the story of
GREEN
’
A most interesting event for the tiated in memory of Dr. Gould, ing school with my daughter is an adolescent in New England.
STAMPS
tourist to see is a celebration long time adviser to the fraternitY exciting," she commented.
and is only $1.75. Kerotiac’s "Mexwhich starts at 11 o’clock on who died one year ago Saturday at
ico City Blues" in 242 choruses is
Christmas Day. The mayor, promi- the age of 54.
a steal at $1.95.
nent civil officials and religious
And of course there are always
-Dr. Gould will long be rememRoman
the
meet
to
come
leaders
bags of "Peanuts" cartoon books
bered by the fraternity for the
Foreign
students
interested
in
Jerusalem.
of
Archbishop
Catholic
by Charles Schulz, who spoke in
high inspirational ideals he set for
spending Christmas with an Amer- - yesterday’s I.yke.
As the archbishop enters the its," a greek spokesman said.
do
so
by
contact
may
can
family
Bethlehem,
of
streets
narrow
"Sick, Sick, Sick" is a hook of
Three fraternity brothers, Art
146 a E. Was Clara CY41101
church bells start ringing. A tour- Ryan, Dean Craig and Gutzwiller, ing Phillip Perskey, foreign stu- cartoons by clever Jules Fritter,
dent
adviser,
Arabian
the
forget
ist will never
216 Rats Sheet
who draws for Playboy and other
were nominated for the award on
Knights with their shining swords, the basis of outstanding service to
"There have been many families magazines and newspapers.
For the non-thinking and other
the fraternity.
who have extended invitations to
Dr. Gould came to the college students," Perskey said. Students relatives are the colorful little
in 1926 and served as a part-time should contact the foreign students "Peter Pauper" books for $1.
journalism instructor. Later, he office, Adm201, where they will These beautifully illustrated books
became Spartan Daily and Lyke be notified of families that have range from the "Rubaiyat of Omar
adviser and was teaching reporting extended invitations. Students may Khayyam" to "Zen" and "The ABC
techniques when he died.
sign up until Friday, he added. I of Chafing Dish Cookery."
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SEAT COVERS

NIGH QUALITY AUTO REPLACEMENT PARTS
GENERATORS
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52 S 4th
Wi// be

open Tues.-Sat. during vacation

Brake Shoes

Rebulf by factory
pert.s. Topmost q ualify.
sf .
-tALL CARS
Idi:
i
.wch.

jimmie’s

The new paperback edition of
H. Lawrence’s 1920ish "St.
Mav.m" and ’The Man Who Died"
also might make a welcome gift
for widowed aunts. Lawrence also
wrote "L
C
Ii

There’s also 542 pages of Dorothy Parker stories and poems for
relatives who never got passes
because they wore glasses.

LUBRICATiONI
$1.50
CAR STORAGE -Monthly Rates
NITE PARKING
$T
6 p.m. +0 8 a.m.
Day and Nite
$10
Vaca.ior ’ralo, Rentals
Auto ad Towing Servic
Brake Service
Bat vies
Tunups
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CALIFORMA
BOOK CO.
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Foreign Students

MERRY
CHRISTMAS

from:
Jimmy, Bud, Leonard, Al, & Phil
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Variety of Paperbacks
Are Inexpensive Gifts

Senior Wins
Gould Trophy
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friends at
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Holiday Season
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Master Cylinders
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ready to be install,’
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Hoopsters To Stay Busy During Holiday;
Marc, a Menace?
Spartans Hope So

WOK Tourney
Awaits Spartans
NICK PETEICDuck hunting and the
West Coast Athletic Conference tournament are on tap
for the Spartan (-tigers during
the Christmas holiday recess.
Oregon University’s Ducks
will host the Walt McPherson five this coming Monday and
Tuesday at Eugene. while the
tourney takes place at the University of San Francisco’s Memorial Gymnasium on December 26,
28. 29, and 30.
Steve Belko’s Ducks have
shown a highly potent attack thus
far this season. featuring 6-7 pivot Glenn Moore and his 20-plus
average in the lead role.
%Pherson, however, will not
concentrate his defense on the
big center because "they’re all
good and the starting the averages 6-5, so we’ll stick to a
straight man-to-man."
Exhibiting all seven WCAC
schools and presenting Seattle’s I
Chieftains as the guest star, the
Holiday Tourney promises to be
a :treat show and will serve I.,

Chew

SLATE

MAY
"John Paul Jones"
Robert Stock
PLUS

"The Rabbit

Trap"

Ernnest Bcrgnine

alsoo surprise comedy
Closed Dec. 23-d a.,1 24th

fr OW PA

IFE
clir..7,-D0 6 0
Pr.l.sents:

’THE CRUCIBLE’
The dark, savage story of
love and death during the
days oi Salem witchcraft.
W
Smone S georet
dt
th,
ard Diabciigue fame
Y. s(onteed sS, ls just corn:an Francisco
mylene I:..nnongeot
plus

’THE KISS’
These two great shows will run for
approximate two weeks

EL RANCHO
Drive-in
DISNEY’S

"DARBY O’GILL AND THE
LITTLE PEOPLE"
plus

"WAllRlOR AND THE
SLAVE GIRL"
This Showing Ends Tuesdy

GAY THEATER
2 GPEn’S

"OLD MAN AND THE SEA"
Pt US .

’Street Car Named Desire’

Dennis "The Menace
Marc, 6-5, 18-year-old, varsity basketball center, was indeed a terror in the Spartan
win over Fresno State Tuesday night but had been anything but menacing in the

indicate just who are the league’s
powers.
The Spartans are in a grouping with Loyola University. College of the Pacific, and USF
the four more or less considered
the circuit’s "weaker sisters."
Seattle University, featuring potential All-American Don Ogorek;
Tom Meschery-led St. Mary’s, defending loop champs; Santa Clara,
with high-scoring Frank Sobrero.
and Pepperdine. displaying practically the same team which finished the 1958-59 season, are the
other quartet, from which the
tourney’s eventual champion is expected to emerge.
All teams participating will
play three games. Winners of
first-round action (Dec. 26 &
28) enter the championship
bracket, while the losers go into
a consolation series.
Second-round games (Dec. 29)
are all semi-finals, and the finals
will be determined in the tourney’s last day of play on December 30.
Victors of second -round frays
go into the finals of the championships and consolation brackets, while the losers play for
third and fourth place in their
respective brackets.
Host USF is the Spartan’s initial opponent on Saturday evening, December 26. The Dons,
like the Spartans. fre highly inexperienced and haven’t been too
impressive at this stage.
They are sparked by diminutive
guard Ron Cox, who is an excellent ball-handler and is tough
from the outside despite his size.
Coach McPherson has no
special plans for the Dons. "At
this stage of the game we have
to worry shout one game at a
time. After Oregon we’ll concentrate on the Dons," he said.
Should they win their first one
the Spartans will meet the winner of the Loyola-COP clash in
second-round championship bracket play. If they lose, they’ll meet
the loser of that tilt in consolation play.
Winning the second-rounder
would entitle the White and Gold
to play for the championship of
their respective bracket (championship or consolation), and a
loss would constitute a battle for
third place in* that division.
The Spartans tune-up for their
WCAC inaugural against COP in
the Spartan Gymnasium on January 8, by meeting San Francisco
State at the Gator Gymnasium on
January 5.

Grid Awards
Fete Tonight
Russ Hodges, popular Bay Area
sports announcer, will be guest
speaker at tonight’s annual Football Awards Banquet to he held at
the Hotel DeAnza at 7:30.
I Also featured on the program
will he the introduction of all SJS
freshman and varsity football
players by the various coaches.
Tickets for the event may be
purchased for $3 at the door, or
at the Men’s Physical Education
Office.

first few 1959 Spartan encount-

ers

TWO MARC’ERSDennis Marc, Spartan pivot man found his
shooting eye against Fresno State this week, leading his mates
with 23 points. The lanky sophomore is only 18 years old and
Coach Walt McPherson is expecting much of this youngster

As a senior at Daly City’s Jefferson High he led the North Peninsula prep loop in scoring and as
a freshman at the College of San
Mateo last season he really
burned the hoops and established
himself as a highly proficient
scorer.
AVG. 24.8 POINTS
Cornering the market on practically all the Big Eight (junior
college) offensive departments, he
rampaged through the 14 -game
league schedule by scoring 347
markers for a 24.8 average to
wind up as unchallenged mesh
monarch.

Mare also showed a leader-

Frosh ’Quint’ Celts Lead NBA Play;
At San Mateo Good Balance Is Key

Coach Stu Inman’s San Jose
State Freshman basketball squad
travels to San Mateo to take on
San Mateo J.C. tonight at 8.
The fresh will attempt to improve on a three win-two loss season record.
Despite the only so-so record,
Coach Inman says he has several
players on his squad with a good
chance of helping the varsity next
year.

Pro basketballs kingpins presently are vying in a spectator’s
popularity poll with little or noth(rig evolving from the consequence.
The appearance of newcomers
Baylor and Chamberlain to the
sport this year has no doubt added impetus to the growing popularity of pro basketball. What,
however, is it doing to the team
as a whole?
Final scores mean hardly anything to home town spectators as
long as "their hero" outscores the
villain on the opposing team. Instead of a team effort, which collegiate coaches hope to mold, we
have an offense built around one
or two players.
I’m not saying this is had for
the sport or for the spectators
but I think the ultimate result
will hurt the team, its players,
compctitheness and the coaches.
So how?
Look at the Boston Celtics. Although Big Bill Russell is looked
on as a "star," he has gained his

"Bill Yonge has been our best
performer to date," rates the
frosh mentor. Yonge is a 6-1
piaymaker from Lafayette.
"Bill Robertson and John Coffey are two more players who
have a good chance of playing
varsity," Coach Inman continued.
Coffey 16-71, a native of San Carlos, has been scoring well from the
pivot slot. Robertson 16-5), who
preped at Napa high school, plays
forward in the Inman system.
Guard Darold Noyer *as another player singled out by the
coach. "With his improvement,
he might win the other guard spot
before the season is over," Inman
said.

lag b!v virtue of his defensive talents . . . his point average isn’t
sensational.
The scintillating Celtics have
compiled a 22-4 record this year to
take a commanding lead, in the
Eastern Division, only a little
more than one third completed.
They sport an amazing .846 winning percentage and are riding the
crest of a nine game winning
streak.
Bill Sharman, Bob Cousey,
Frank Ramsey, the Jones Boys
1K.C. and Sam), Tom Heinsohn
and Gene Conley make up the
greatest team in the history of
basketball . . . bar none. Russell
leads the league almost every year
with his rebounds and Cousey has
lead the league with assists for as
long as I can remember.
Coaches are ’complaining that
the Boston Celtics are too good tor
everyone else. The Celtics don’t
have the one-man scoring punch
like several of the other NBA
hoop squads but as a team .
.
they possess an unbeatable cornhination.-6.H.S.

ship in field goals and failed by
Just a few points to nip the Big
Eight’s scoring standard, thus
establishing himself as the second highest scorer in the
league’s history.

WAA Members
Vote on Jan. 6,7
Or

The Lincoln National Lift
Insurance Company

Ile leads Mel’herson’s cageta in rebounds after four
games and served notice of his
all-round potential by holding
All-American candidate Darrell Imhoff to Just 11 points
while chipping in esdth 10 himself.
II’ FOR CAL
We asked whether, perhaps, the
6-10 Cal center underestimated
Marc’s ability. Marc modestly replied, "I don’t think so. Cal just
had a bad night and we were really ’up’ for the game so we gave
them a tough go."
In view of the fact that 6-5 is
comparatively small for a center
nowadays, we inquired as to his
feelings about encountering opponents in the pivot slot who are
a few inches taller. Marc felt that
there was a height disadvantage
and that he would maybe play a
forward position next season.
ELBOW INJURY
What has hampered your scoring thus far this season? "In the
first place," he said, "I have to
gain experience, and secondly I’ve
had a bum elbow since the first
game, but it’s just about cleared
up now."
He’ll be around San Jose State
for another two years after this
season and there will come a time
when he becomes "of age" and is
regarded one of the WCAC’s top
cagers.By
AV-

111111,,r,

held Jan. 6 and 7 by the
We
en’s Athletic Asseciati
(WAA).
Members may east their
vol
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!elan
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New cigarette paper "air-softens" every puff!

Now even the paper adds to
Salem’s springtime freshness!

Shank’s Drive-In Cleaners
AND

SHIRT LAUNDRY
APPROVED SANITATION DRY CLEANING
"In at 9:00 a.m.Out at 5:00 p.m."
ONE DAY SERVICENO EXTRA CHARGE

.SPECIAL
one week only
2rtd & San Carlos

Men’s & Ladies
Top Coats
$1.10

Salem’s amaring new
HIGH POROSITY paper
aor-sofiens" every puff.

Crested el It 1 0,

An important break -through in Salem’s
research laboratories brings you this
special new Hum POROSITY paper which
Invisible porous evenings

bland lust the right amount of air with
each puff to gine you a softer, fresher,
even more flavorful smoke.

CY 3-3701
NOW MORE THAN EVER

breathes new freshness into the flavor.
Each puff on a Salem draws just enough

menthol fresh

fresh air in through the paper to make the
smoke taste es-en softer, fresher, More
flavorful. If you’ve enjoyed Salem’s spring-

time freshness before, you’ll be even more
pleased now. Smoke refreshed,smokeSalem!

rich tobacco taste

modern filter, too

atern refreshes your taste
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Spartan Sports

Ilv NICK PETERS
The defensive aspect of
American sports is greatly
inglerempliasized in favor of
he fanappealing offensive
’,etude despite the fact that
lefrosise minded t e a in s
most effect.
filise to be the
ball games.

displayed the most awesome slugging teams in baseball history, each
having hit 221 home runs (nearly
1,4 per game) during the 154 -game
season. However, neither could
waltz away with a pennant.
To the average baseball fan,
Ernie Banks Is pictured only as
one of the
t feared slitgFers
in the game, as he belted 43
homers, drove in 143 runs, and
was named the NE’s Most Valuable Player in 1939.
Very few realize that the young
Chicago Cub star set an all-time
major league fielding record by
making only 12 errors during the
entire 1959 season at shortstop- a
mark not even equalled by the
immortal Hontis Wagner!

,e in winning
a rule, the American public
,joys witnessing a great deal of
ictio and often does not respect
ins skill invulved in a 0-0 football
me (a rarity nowadays), a 1-0
aceball contest, or a low scoring
asketball fray,
THIN OVERCOAT
Spectators in the know, hovvevRECORDS AREN’T WINS
r, look beneath the offensive gut Stanford’s brilliant quarterback
and realize that only a sturdy
lefense brings results and is a Dick Norman set an all-time collegiate passing record in the Big
(08 at greater skill.
Game by tossing 34 completions in
In baseball, the Los Angeles
39 attempts, yet his mates couldn’t
Dodgers and Chicago %Visite Sox
even win the game. Why? No desoon the National 1.4.1sg11e and
Wedeln League pennants re- fense!
Syracuse, the nation’s number
Both teams led their
wile In fielding, yet were only one grid power, breezed undefeat..ixth out of eight teams In bat- ed through ten opponents while
averaging a torrid six touchdowns
nog.
a game. In inspecting the other
On the other hand, Cincinnati side
of the ledger one would also
ad the best hitting team, but fin- discover that the Orangemen
only
shed sixth in the NL standings. In allowed their opposition
one td
he AL, Kansas City tied for first per contest.
s batting, but was dead last in
In basketball the entire eounbe standings that count.
try Is highly offensive-minded
POWER TO BURN
with very few teams stressing
The New York Giants of 1947 defense, yet the latter few are
Reds
of
1956
Cincinnati
nd the
the most successful.
Phil
Woolpert, who recently took
a leave of absence from USF, and
Pete Newell of the University of
BEST GAS PRICES
(’alifornia, are considered two of
IN SAN JOSE
the most talented cage coaches in
AT
America. Between them they have
SECOND & WILLIAM
sent four representatives to the
NCAA finals in the last five years!
In 1955 and 1956 Woolpertcoached USF won the NCAA
championship with center Bill RusFOR FUN AND HEALTH
sell emerging as the nation’s ace
defensive cage performer.
Bicycles for Rent

Sahara Oil Co.

PAWS CYCLES

CY3-9766

1435 The Alameda

TOPPLE HIGH SCORERS
Last season the UC Bears boasted no high scoring individuals, but
with a well -coached, defensiveminded team of hustlers they managed to overwhelm the basketball
world by edging high -scoring favorites Cincinnati and West Virginia to win the NCAA in Louisville.
The next time one watches an
athletic contest, It would be
%%Ise for him not to be overly
impressed by a high searing
team, but rather to respect the
defense, which is utilizing carefully mapped -out strategy instead of old worn-down showmanship as displayed by the
offensive-minded.

SUMMER SESSIONS

ABROAD 1960
University of San Francisco
SUADALAJARA, Mexico June 21des tul:on. board,
July 29..11.r
VALENCIA Span July I -August 23
F
n
rdividual require.
5t25 including tuition.
and activities. and
o 1,0 a -d
;EY PLANE, New York UNIVERSITY OF SAN FRANCISCO
TOUR OF EUROPE. July end Aug.
..iting 10 countries
s.,rocco. (Africa).
,ptional. Conduct.: Maiques. Informs. ,es. San Jose Stele
.,
!NA

COMBINATION
PLATE

59c

Choice of:
Enchilada - Taco - Tamale ...
Plus Rice, Beans, Salad

Tico’s Tacos

4th and St. James

AIRLINE
STEWARDESSES
United Air Lines
offers its Stewardesses a rewarding, exciting and responsible career in the sky.
Openings available every month in 1960
BASIC

Age:
Height:
Weight:

QUALIFICATIONS

20 through 26
5’2’’ to 513"
In proportion to

wingmore
intern!

ation.

)0

te

Best Games Down South

Records Show
Nation’s Top Elevens
Defense Counts Winter’s Theory Clash in Bowl Games

height
each eye, cor20/100
least
At
rectable to 20/30 or better.
Glasses or contact lens acceptable.
Minimum of 2 years of College
or 2 years of public contact experience or acceptable combin-

:e the
more

SPARTAN DAILY

Vision:

Education:

Apply during your Christmas vacation at the nearest
United Air Lines office. If accepted, a class assignment may be made to fit your educational and
Personal plans.

Taken Literally

By DOUG WILLIAM

Football fans across the
nation will get a chance. in
the next few %Necks, to see the
country’s leading football
elevens ie in post-season
bowl games.
The two feature games of

By TODD PHIPEIN

gets a little chilly in the afternoon around San Jose
this late in the year. So it was one day this week, and the
small group occupying the northwest corner of the field
just north of Spartan Stadium rubbed their hands together
in an attempt to fight off frost hit.-.
There were 10 athletes in all . . . singing, talking.
laughing . . . relaxing. A young man, bundled beneath a
well -beat hat
It

and bulky jacket oc-+casionally clapped his hands, send- oititution to work and train lining a trio of the sweat-suit -clad der the expert guidance of San
young men on a brisk trot across Jose State track coach Lloyd
"Bud" Winter.
the shaded, cool grass.
The success achieved by SparIn between these co-ordinated
bursts there persisted an atmos- tans Rapid Ray Norton, world’s
pher of contentment and non- fastest human, and his teammate
chalance. One little Negro laugh- "Bullet" Bob Poynter, has attractingly serenaded a teammate with ed an impressive array of whipan excerpt from a popular sang pets to the camp of Winter.
RELAX THEour
while another playfully pushed
The chipmunk cheeked coach
his cohort from the starting
taught bomber and fighter pilots
blocks.
And who or what, you’re prob- the art of relaxing during World
ably beginning to wonder, makes War II. His theory of relaxation
this uneventful picture of an ath- as a key to success he has translete’s November afternoon worthy !erred to his cinder coaching technique, anti with obvious reward.
of mention?
And if relaxation is the secret,
NOT JUST NORODYS
Well, come next spring, when this year’s class is well on its way
football and basketball scores have to stratospheric success.
entered the San Jose State ledger,
this group of grey clad gentlemen
will be readily identified.
This college has become a
mecca for Jet-propelled track
stars. Sprint champions from
the width and breadth of the
state flock to tills low budget in

the holiday season will be played
in the South on Jan. 1, where first
rated Syracuse meets fourth ranked Texas in the Cotton Bowl and
second ranked Mississippi tiffs
Louisiana State, the nation’s third
rated outfit, in the Sugar Bowl,
THREE GAME JINX
In Dallas, the Orangemen will01
field one of the finest teams t
come out of the East in many
years against a rugged Texas
team. The once beaten Texans,
co-champions of the Southwest
Conference, will be facing a team
eager to break a string of three
straight bowl game defeats.
The much talked about Mississippi-LSI’ rematch in New Or’leans will give fans a look at
the nation’s top back, Billy Cannon. In the first rncounter betueen these two fine Southeastern Conference teams, Old Miss
i outplayed the Tigers for most

Many Players Switc
Lea ues in Trades

Twenty-two major leaguel
baseball players will be playing in "the other league" as I
nl a r,sult of the first intertrading se.,
which
ion.
I
began on Nov. 21 and tenni’ nated midnight, Dec. 15.

e
OddT
37 l
Season Funny
IC

le I

es i,1

When this three week trading

The live pig which chased 1 period, in which ball clubs from
an inflated pigskin at Evan- both the American and National
Leagues could trade freely with
ston. Ill., the flipped coin each other without interference
which got lost in a captain’s from teams in their own loop, was
jersey and the Georgia back first announced, it met with mixed
who blocked a teammate’s emotions.
STONEHAM WAILS
punt took a back seat to a
Opponents of the trades feel
Texas controversy as football’s odthat teams in their own league
duty of the year.
should get first choice at a player
Sports writers and broadcasters
who is on the market. Horace
voting in the Associated Press post
Stoneham, president of the San
season poll decided that the St ran Francisco Giants, feels that the
gest occurrence on college fields National League
is now stronger
this year Was the winning South - than
the American League and
ern Methodist touchdown which that by
exchanging players from
wasn’t a touchdown.
league to league the NL could
It happened like this at Houston. eventually lose its supremacy.
SMU and Rice were tied 13-13,
Evaluating the recently comand the clock was ticking off the pleted inter -loop trading S144%1011
final minutes of the game. Don It could he agreed that neither
Meredith. SMU’s star quarterback, league took a definite advantage
launched a passing attack which of the other, but that certain
covered 77 yards and in the fad- teamsnamely the Giants and
ing seconds threw a completed the Chicago White Soxworked
pass into the end zone for the some deals which indicated a
slant in their favor.
apparent winning touchdown.
PLAY VOIDED
Referee Nappy Davis Nullified
the play. He said Meredith was beyond the line of scrimmage when
he cut loose. There was a loud
cry from SMU partisans.
The next day, the pictures
showed conclusively that Meredith was behind the line of
scrimmage. Davis admitted the
hoot and said he was sorry. Demands were made that Rice forfeit the game. But Rice didn’t.
’The curious porker made a surprise appearance at the Wisconsin:\ orthv..estern game. Ile was apparently looking for a departed
relative.
In the Middlebury-V ermont
game, the referee tossed up a halfdollar and it fell inside the neck
and shoulder pads of the Vermont
captain. It took a semi-striptease
and 10 minutes to see what team
would receive or kick off.
THE WRONG WAY
Cola of USC pulled a
"Roy Riegels" in running backward with a kickoff. He was tackled in the end zone by a Notre
Dame lineman for a safety.
Yes it happened again . . . Joe
Suffield of Monmouth College
leaped off the bench and tackled ’
a Cornell (Iowa) player racing
down the sidelines for a touchdown.

Angie

SOX-GIANTS SET
As a result of these "steals"
both the White Sox and the Giants
strengthened their pre-season 1960
pennant claims.
In the most recent trade which
got under the wire just prior to
the midnight deadline, Cincinnati
acquired Cleveland’s scrappy Billy
Martin, pitcher Cal McLish, and
young first -baseman Gordon Coleman In exchange for star second sacker Johnny Temple, regarded
as the top NL performer at that
position.
In what must be considered the
biggest deal, the Bay Area’s nine
acquired pitchers Billy O’Dell and
Billy Loes, both lefthanders, from
the Baltimore Orioles for outfielder Jackie Brandt, pitcher Gordon
Jones and catcher Roger McCardell.
PICK UP POWER
The White Sox tightened their
chances for a repeat in the AL
by improving on their sole deficiency -power.
In acquiring proven veteran
Gene Freese from Philadelphia’s
Phillips in exchange for unproven rookie John C’aillson, the f hi -

MI1414 IS CHOICE
MIsSissIppi, spearheaded toy fullback Charlie Flowers, finishes) the
season In strong fashion in order.
to get another shot at the Bengali,
and the experts rate them an early
three point choice in the contest
Just a step behind, from the
standpoint of national interest, is
the Rose Bowl game. also on Jan.
l. The Pasadena clash features the
Big Ten champion Wisconsin eleven against the once beaten Hisskies from Washington.
HUSKIES RATE CHANCE
Although underdogs, the Bob
Schloredt led Huskies are rated by
many to have the best chance to
knock off the Big Ten since the
1954 UCLA team.
Another Jan. 1 contest has
Southeastern Conference champion
Georgia pitted against MISSt,111’i
in the Orange Bowl. This Miami
clash looms as somewhat of a
mismatch with the once beaters
Bulldogs favored over a Miss,’
team that backed into the p..
due to a conference ruling it,
prohibits Oklahoma, the Big
title holder, from repeating in
Bowl. Missouri was beaten tot
in league play and twice in outs: ’
competition for a doubtful 6-1
cord.

In the Quaker tit% clash Penn
State, with Weide Lucas, appears to have too much class
for the young Crhnson Tide
team.

The Houston contea pitting At lantic Coast Conference champion
Clemson against the co-champion
Southwestern Conference Horned
Frogs is rated by the experts as a
’’pick -’em" affair.
The remaining major bowl game
in the Gator Bowl in Jacksonville
matches another Southwestern cotitle holder, Arkansas against only
a fair Georgia Tech squad. The
Razorbacks (8-2)
rate the nod
over Tech 16-4) although the EnRineers had good wins over Clemson. Tennessee and Notre Dame.
Open at 4 p.m.
Pizza with a "Personality"
HOUSE OF PIZZA
395 Almaden Ave.
CV 7-9908
Neon .

TELEVISION
BUY OR RENT
100 sets to choose from
SUBSTANTIAL GUARANTEE
ON ALL SETS
No repair or service charge on rentals

First Month’s Rent Can Be
GAMES SATURDAY
Used as Down Payment
Two outstanding games are ott
If Your Decide to Purchase
tap for fans Saturday when the
LIBERAL CREDIT TERMS
sox have plugged their third Liberty Bowl game in Philaslelphi.,
base gap and will present a tuan matches Penn State (8-2i againsi
who slugged 23 homers in the Alabama (7-1-2) and the BluebonNL to further enhance their net Bowl in Houston loas Texas
Ono block south of Sears
Christian , R-2
prim.
466 Meridian Rd.
CY 4-3311
(8-2).
Should Ted Kluszewski return
to his old form and the recentlyacquired Minnie Minos play up
to his usual par, the once muscleless Sox would present an awesome murderers row of Kluszew- ,
ski, Minos, Freese and Sherm LolBeP.GERS TO GO
lar to strive in their speedy teammates and, perhaps, cop the ’60
crown by an even greater margin.
NIEMAN TO ORIOLES
In other trades Baltimore gained
"Custom -Built to Your Order"
a fourth National Leaguer by trading underrated veteran outfield383 E. Santa Clara
Near School
er Bob Nieman to the St. Louis
Cardinals for promising young fly
chaser Gene Green.
Boston’s Red Sox added three
new faces by trading veteran
slugger Dick Gernert and young
hurler Al Schroll to the Chicago
Cubs for first -sacker Jim Marshall, pitcher Dave Hillman, and
,11
COMFORT
outfielder Robby Thomson.
CONVENIENCE
al
Two other deals brought catch.
A.
-..>
FRIENDLY SERVICE
J’....
er Frank House to Cincinnati from
MODERATE RATES
Kansas City in exchange for reFrom $4.50 to $7.00
liever Tom Acker: and Philadel.ClIpmess 4-9404
Drive-in Garage
phia sent flinger Ray Semproth to
"RE .1190(3t. COieSTItUC ION
FREE OVERNIGHT PARKING
FL
EVISiet4
SAVIOUET Atom
Detroit for infielder Ted Lepcio.
Ralph C. Cedwell, Manager C0FalEk SOW.
FOUNTAIN
GIANTS HAPPY
The Giants will be more than
happy not to face old nemesis Dave
South First St. at San Antonio
Soo Jose, California
Hillman and Ray Semproch, pitchers who have been traded to the
AL. Between them they have
beaten the Giants 10 times in league competition over the last two
years.
Gene Freese belted several of
his 23 homers against the Giants
last season and was a thorn in
their side during the stretch drive
for the pennant as he singlehand.
edly was responsible for key Phillie victories over the Rigneys.
Guard Joe McGrath was
Also, Bobby Thomson can no
longer return any damage to the
selected " player of the
team for which he once was a
week" by the coaches of
hero.
Northern California for his
If nothing more, these inter-league trades are good for baseball
outstanding play against the
in that they do definitely stimuN.C.A.A. champions, U.C.
late fan interest, the ultimate goal
of our national pastime.
McGrath scored 18 points

TV Rentals Co.

THE BURGER HOUSE

24c

SAN JOSE’S POPULAR
DOWNTOWN HOTEL I-1
for

MONTGOMERY HOTEL

For Outstanding Offensive Play
me

II

JOE’S EIGHT BOUTS
CAMDEN, N.J. (UPI) -Jersey
Joe Walcott fought in eight world
heavyweight championship bouts,
six times as the challenger. He
challenged Joe Louis twice, Ezzarti
Charles three times (winning the
title from him in 1951) and Rocky
Marciano once.

Modente Aril Co.
ANTHONY D. CAMPAGNA, JR.

CELLAR DWELLERS
PHILADELPHIA (UPI)
The
Phillies and Athletics each has finished in last place 19 times, more
than any other team in the major
leagues. The A’s finished last 18
times while in Philadelphia and
once in Kansas City.

of the game only to have Cannon
get loose on a 79 yard touchdown Jaunt to win the game 7-3
e
for LSU.

against them.
Congratulations to
Joe McGrath

McGra4h

Known

for Good Food

At Bohannon’s featuring Charcoal Broiled Steaks and Prime Ribs.

PROFESSIONAL PHARMACISTS
OPEN TIL MIDNIGHT
PHONE CYpress 3-7500
SECOND AND SANTA CLARA STS.

1401 SOUTH FIRST

GOLDEN STATE
COMPANY
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Department News

AUDIO VISUAL
Robert M. Diamond, coordinator of the Instructional Television
Sem ices, has recently written an
art ielo. "Television Tailored to the
High School Classroom," which
has been published in the November issue uf Audio-Visual Instruction.
PHILOSOPHY
Dr. Edward H. Madden, associate professor of philosophy,
war honored recently by the pistol, ition of an article that he
st rote in the current autumn issue of The Personalist.
The journal is published at the
University of Southern California.
Dr. Madden’s article was entitled
"G. W. Curtis, Practical Transcendentalist."
Dr. Peter Koestenbaum, assistant professor of philosophy, will
read a paper entitled, "Some Difficulties with the Conoept of Experience" at the Christmas meeting of the Pacific Division of the
American Philosophical Assn. at
San.
Barbara Colleg,

CANTERBURY
ASSOCIATION
Christian Center
91 SOUTH FIFTH STREET
y Communion at 7:30 a.m.
Every Thursday
Office Hours: 9 a.m. to S p.m.
Berbe-n E Arrold

Episcopal Church
Services at Trinity, 81 N. 2nd
8.00 a.m. Holy Communion
9.25. and 11.00 a.m.
Morning Prayer.
V. E

Science Groups
Set Dinner-Party
Beta Beta Beta, biology honor

oompleted the second in a series
ENGLISH
Dr. Henry C. Meckel, professor I of six lectures at the Adult Eduof English and education was re- cation Center for people ’aith
cently appointed to the National cardiac conditions.
Dr. Darby
Council of Teachers of English’s spots t, on diets for cardiac
patients and Miss Nelson spoke
Commission on the Profession.
At the annual meeting of the on work simplification emphasizCouncil several weeks ago, Dr. ing energy management as reMeckel addressed a section meet- lated to the homemaker.
ing, speaking on ’;Scope and Stt- NURSING
guence in the Selection of Englith
Dr. George Gillick will speak
Units." The meeting was held in
on national health trends and how
Denver.
they will affect Santa Clara County, at a meeting of faculty memPOLITICAL SCIENCE
Pres. John T. Washlgistst re. bers of the Nursing Department
cently requested permission from and their associated faculty, comthe State Department of Educe- posed of representatives from
health agencies affiliated with the
Hon to study a program for a
master’s degree in pollUcal sci- SJS nursing program, tomorrow,
2 p.m., Cafeteria, room A.
ence at San Jose State.

SOCIAL SCIENCE
The Social Science Department
faculty and staff will hold their
annual Christmas party today, 2:30
to 9:30 p.m. The party will be in -TODAY
German Club, meeting, Student Un
the Social Science Department
on. 7 p.m.
offices.
meeting CH235. S:30 p.m.
HOME ECONOMICS
International Relations Club, Christ.
Miss Joyce Bolton, assistant promas party, 67 S. Ninth St.. 7 p.m.
fessor of home economics, has
Social Affairs Committee, meeting
made several speeches to civic
TH53. 3:30 p.m.
groups this month.
Sparta-Sprite staff, meeting, Student
On Dec. 1 she spoke to the
Union, 2:30 r in.
Campbell Parents’ Nursery School.
on the topic "The Pre-School
Child." Last Saturday she was
guest speaker at the Workshop of
the Private Nursery School Association of Northern California, held
at the Carey School in San Mateo.
Her topic was "Creative Activities."
Dr. Clara Darby and Mies
’aunden I. Nelson of the Home
1 Economies Department have Just

Spartaguide

society, and the Entomology Club
will have a Christmas party Saturday at 6 p.m., Student Union.
A roast beef dinner will be sewed. All who plan to attend are
asked by Kathleen Conrey, pub-

Engineers Get $3000 Equipment
e,titighouse Educational
Foundation has presented
file pieces of electrical engineering lab equipment to SJS
Engineering Department. Ed
C. Glover, professor of engineering, announced.

Methodism’s Ministry at SJS

S:,ndoy Services
11 cm.; 7 p.m.

THURSDAY, JAN. 7
Bank of America, graduating seniors
1’here! arts.

JOHN KNOX
FELLOWSHIP
Dre_.

9:45 a.m. Perspectiv
6:00 p.m. Knox Club
meal. -+u-.4e^t
friends here . .
speakers
discussion groups
social

activities

G. Winfield Blount, Minister
Charles Tyler, Minister
to Students
-

Although SJS was not
aecro
ed during the program
It
partment received
accredit5114
November), through
the eff
faculty members and
mem
professional
organizatiora,
was put on the list.

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
Two Blocks from Campus
2nd

First Methodist
Church

St. Paul’s
Methodist Church

FIFTH and SANTA CLARA STS.

TENTH and SAN SALVADOR STS

Welcomes you to

9:30 a.m. College Church
School Class

MORNING WORSHIP

and San Antonia
SUNDAY SERVICES
8:30 and 11:00 MORNING WORSHIP
7:00 EVENING SERVICE
Dr. Clarence Sands - Minister
"A Cordial Invitation for Every Sunday"

MORNING WORSHIP

9.30 -Let Christmas Happen to You -

11:00 a.m.

I 1:00 Choir Christmas Program

The Lord’s Prayer Series,

TRI-C
"A Group with YOU in mind"
EVERY SUNDAY
9:30 A.M. Leadership Seminar
5:45 P.M. Fellowship Time
Fall Semester: World Ethics and ChriJiarity
The Pink Building
3rd and San Antonio

Dekver Us from Evil Reverend Getty, Minister

7 15 p.m. Vesper Service

Rev. DONALD A. GETTY, Minister

Edwin M. Sweet. Minister

John M. Foster, Assoc. Minister

Carl Metager. Minister of Vis:tetion

Who Will Be the First
"SPARTAN" of the New Year?

The Placement Office requests
that students interested in interviews scheduled Jan. 5-12 make
appointments before Christmas vacation in Adm234.

e Ale:meda at Shasta
CY 2-1888

"The device is unique," said
Professor (1lover, "in that It cats
be used to perform most of the
experiments ordinarily dime in
an electrical machinery tub."

has given over
M00.
wont
equipment to 150
accredited
versifies and colleges
In the etii
States.

The equipment, worth $3000, includes two direct current motors,
All alumni, faculty and families two tachometers which measure
The machinery will
The gift was part of a nationmay attend as well as members revolutions per minute, a torque
be
meter which measures power out- wide program, supported by the an advanced machinery
of both organizations.
lab c
put, and a generalized rotating Westinghouse Corporation, which said Professor Glover.
licity chairman, to bring a salad.

Interviews

TUESDAY, JAN. 5
Ross Laboratories, graduating seniors.
bus:ness or sales with science back.
ground..
..
Lockheed Missile and Space Division,
Sunnyvale. graduating seniors, electrical
and mechanical engineering.

machine which may be used as
either a generator or a motor.
The machinery can be used by
engineering students to learn basic principles of converting energy
to electricity.

Read the Rules Below .
Look at the fine merchandise
offered to the winning parents!

FRIDAY, JAN. 8
Cupertino schools, graduating seniors
ttion (K61.

CONTEST RULES
1. Contest is open to married students,
faculty, and emp’oyees of the ccLege.
If a student, one spouse must be enrolled for more than 6 units.

TUESDAY, JAN. 12
California State Government of Teo.
chore Department, graduating seniors for
corrections, youth authority, mental hy.
giene jobs.
U.S. Air Force. graduatirio ,vcmae
-.patIoral therapy and hospital dieter’
nternsh.p program.

2. Parent must bring signed statement
from attending physician stating time
and date of birth to Ad mg, of ;oartan Daily.

Caroling Tonight

3. Deadline for submission of information is I p.m., Wednesday, Jan. 6,

International Relations club will
hold its annual Christmas party
tonight from 7 to 10 at the home
of Prax Loya, 69 S. Ninth St. Caroling will follow the party.
Members and guests are invited
to attend the event.

4. Certificate wiil be given to winning
parent, which may be presented to
participating merchants to claim merchandise.

-

CLASSIFIEDS
Classified Rates:
25c a line first insertion
20c a line succeeding insartions
2 line minimum,

To Place an Ad:
Call at Student Affairs Office,
Room 16, Tower Hall
No Phone Orders

New

.

furn
.

apts.
.r

’ A ," A;

A.

New Fur, Apt.
-

...Aire. I end 2 bdovi
$15 per person.
441 St.
7’.

accom. 4. Heated
19. CV 4.5121.

Stud o Apt. for 1 or 2. Utilities paid
rates. CV 3.1051 after 12.30

Modern furs, apt. for 3 or 4 study 791 E. Reed. CV 3.7103.
2 modern fur. opts. for 4 students. 49
Lost and Found
E. Wi’ ;erns. CY 3.1674.
-Lost, Rey Bon prescription eds.. , Issas. 1 beim. 3 Wt. pref. girls. leg. 514-T
Peed CV 4.8044.
4 6148
rn,,rn
Share totals
P!..,
qr. wallet and card: to
--nay if you do.
One male to hero apt on 11th with 3.
CV 7.9240 after 5 p.m.
Transportation Avollake
3 girls to share apart, deluge, for spring
semester. 41$ S. 5th St cy 5.6601.
P
I A
’ ,r1
.
I (0r, $5.50
Autos for Sole
Transportation Wasted
Ins Hamilton end SJ.L.G. road
’ CY 4 5382.
Rooms for Seat

/soon.. dean,
’IS Chin. Bus. Cps. 6
ercel. motor, tiros and seetcovers. CV
2.9795.
II Corvette, excellent cond. lieT7fis7,
’DL 6.1879.

Miscin11in far Sole
a half, 2.1sdr. furn.
S ’
’.L 8.8945.
Mittel+. Autocard 2 ,4.2
Pef’er and
4 lid room. Egoellent Polaroid I I0A. Both like new. AN 6.8949
3 girls wanted
food larle
r n.smokers. Linde, CV Vespa scooter 6.h.p., 4000 miles. $250.
3474
CV 4 6414 eo. 286. days.
thro.,11.,
Mons dbl.; fil H.H. priv., phone. .10.- FO. We: atii0
195/ r e 4 7271
er A
h., 41$ S. 12th, CV 3.5933.
Lge. house.
R t.n 0 boys. Ay,’
Special Notices
fl". 176 N 7t11, AN 4.570e,
toveli-Ter;ie r-orns, 77vins -end Folk music Live. Sat. eve -bring your
bid,. parking, Kitchen on as. THE MASQUE, 484 E. San
Carlo:.
$45 5 4th.
Men students, kIt. priv. or board. 32 5 Typing ress-WaW-cell Cl. 8-0790 after
1 p.m., Kay Monjoya.
my 2.8580.
Girl minted to Wm ever erentraef Spring
Apartments for Rout
semester. Wendy Glen girl’s dormitory.
Ca’l Leann CoprIvite. CV 3.9640 or
Beautiful Furs. 3.rot. apt. noir
write 345 L. William St.
r - -red 1-a1h. $90. AX 63490.
Are you looking for
heap. on 54w
Furnished Apt. glom. Delo.", available apartment to rent? Near campus. call
at Semester break. 421 E. San Antonio, Spartan Rental Service, 485 S. 9th St.
CV 77651 or AL 2.1889,
CV 7.8877 or CV 7.8713.
SrOry

^’A

The Winning Parents Will
SPARTAN BOOK STORE

Recieve this Free Merchandise
GORDON’S DEPT. STORE
199 S. First Street

Right On Campus
FOR THE

To the Parents
of the first
"Spartan" of 1960
a $15.00 merchandise certificate

PARENTS OF THE FIRST "SPARTAN

52-piece Stainless Steel Set
SERVICE FOR EIGHT
spoons
8 dinner forks
8 salad forks
I sugar shell

16 tea

8 soup spoons
8 serrated knives
2 serving spoons
I buffer knife

will be awarded by the
SPARTAN BOOK STORE

GARDEN CITY HOFBRAU
51 S. Market Street

Watch for the Winner...
A Member of the Class of ’82

2 FREE DINNERS
will be given to the parents
of the first "Spartan"

